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How many decisions have been made about you by AI today?

(A) 0
(B) 1 - 5
(C) 6 - 10
(D) >10

Audience Poll
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Artificial Intelligence: Any task performed by a program or a machine that, if a human carried 
out, we would say the human had to apply intelligence to accomplish the task

Machine Learning: Apply statistical learning techniques to automatically identify patterns in data 
and make highly accurate predictions using training data or past experience to solve a given problem

Training Data: Example data or past experience for a given problem





Let's do a quick test

(A) (B)

Pick the CEO of the bank?



...<10% of Fortune 500 CEOs are women





Language biases

Doctor >> Male

Nurse >> Female

Source: Translate.com

Language Translators

Predictive Texts

Smart Compose Emails



“Bias” can refer to any form 
of preference, fair or unfair

Systematic discrimination against certain 
individuals or entities based on the inappropriate 
use of certain traits or characteristics



..AI often ends up reflecting biases in society, at times amplifying it..



How does bias creep in AI?

1. Training data reflects existing hidden biases

2. Unbalanced classes in training data

3. Data does not capture right value

4. Data amplified by a feedback loop

5. Malicious data attack or manipulation



Why do organizations struggle with AI

Is candidate 
male?

Is salary 
>$50k?

Approve

Deny

Is salary 
>$100k?

Approve

Deny

Is salary 
>$50k?

Is credit 
score >650?

Approve

Deny
Deny

Example: Loan adjudication process

With no controls applied >> Biased outcomeExplainable decision >> Unbiased outcome

Vs



How many organizations say they are struggling 

with scaling AI beyond experimentation?

(A) 11%
(B) 22%
(C) 44%
(D) 88%

Audience Poll



How many organizations say they are struggling 

with scaling AI beyond experimentation?

(A) 11%
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Source: Artificial Intelligence, The Next Global Frontier.  McKinsey Global Institute
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Pillars of Trusted AI

Is it fair?

FAIRNESS

AI systems should use training 
data and models that are free 

of bias, to avoid unfair 
treatment of certain groups.

ROBUSTNESS

Did anyone 
tamper with it?

AI systems should be safe and 
secure, not vulnerable to 

tampering or compromising 
the data they are trained on

Is it easy to 
understand?

EXPLAINABILITY

AI systems should provide 
decisions or suggestions that 
can be understood by their 

users and developers
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How IBM is Enabling Fair AI Systems and Less-Biased Humans
Weave key pillars of trust into the lifecycle of an AI application

Adversarial Robustness 360AI Fairness 360 AI Explainability 360 



Thought Leadership
§ IBM Research Investment

§ 130+ publications in top 
AI venues 

§ 60 patents disclosed or 
filed

Shaping the Industry
§ IEEE Financial Services 

Ethical AI Playbook

§ European Commission 
High Level Group on AI

§ US AI Caucus

§ National Inst. of 
Standards & Tech (NIST)

§ World Economic Forum

Equipping the industry
§ Fairness (AIF360)

§ Explainability (AIX360)

§ Robustness (ART360)

§ FactSheets 360

§ VerifAI

§ DART

§ Watson OpenScale

§ Linux Foundation adoption 20

How IBM is Shaping Responsible 
Use of AI

Leading by Example
§ Halt in facial recognition 

technology

§ Emb(race) Pledge and 
Call for Code



Enterprise AI

People and 
Enablement

Strategy

Operating 
Model

Change 
Management

Data and 
Platform

Operations

§AI and Data Strategy
§Transformation Roadmap
§Performance Management

§Governance 
§Create (Demand management)
§Execute (Innovate)
§Operate (Scale)

§Architecture 
§Integration
§Data Management
§Ecosystem

§Engineer
§Deploy
§Monitor
§Trust, Transparency, Fairness

§Change
§Adoption
§Communication

§Hiring
§Training
§Collaboration

How IBM is Shaping Responsible Use of AI
Partnering with major organizations globally to ensure trustworthy AI at scale



AI picks the most exciting moments at 
the US Open without bias

Benefits:

• All candidate highlight videos are available and 
scored for fairness within two minutes of the end of 
each match

• Debiasing for crowd size – making large and small 
crowds more comparable – made the model 52 
percent more fair

• Controlling for age bias increase the overall fairness 
of highlight scores from 42 to 91 percent

Business challenge:

• The US Open consists of 254 tennis matches with tens of 
thousands of points, many occurring in parallel

• It is impossible for editors – and for fans – to see most of 
the best points in the tournament

• Manually editing highlights is time-consuming and 
resource-intensive

Solution:

IBM built an AI system that automatically clips and creates 
highlight videos and assigns a fair excitement score to each 
de-biasing the scores based on factors such as court, player 
rank, player age, crowd size, and so on



CognitiveClass.ai
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